An analog of the radiation condition is found for an abstract hyperbolic equation. When this condition holds, the uniqueness theorem for a&z&u) -&(p8,u) + Au = f is valid. Here n, p, and A are some linear operators depending on t and Y. For example, Eq. 0 u = &(uoo(t, X) 8,~) -&(u$~u) + q(t, x) u = f is of such a type. In what follows a, = a/a, , ai = a/axi , a, = a/a,. , x = (XI )...) xN), 1 < i, j < N, where repeating indexes are summed. The results obtained can be applied to the scattering theory of hyperbolic equations. They will be used in the proof of Fock's conjecture of uniqueness (up to the Lorentz transformation) of the harmonic coordinate system. This conjecture has previously been shown to be valid only for gu" = -8uy, 1 < V, TV < 3, goV == 0, 1 < v < 3, go0 = 1, gUV being the fundamental tensor [l]. It follows from our results that the conjecture is valid for an arbitrary central-symmetric gravitation field which is Galilean at the infinity; in particular for the Schwarzschild tensor. If aoo , aij do not depend on t, the uniqueness theorem follows from the uniqueness theorems for elliptic equations. In this case the radiation condition is less restrictive than in our more general case [2, I]. In [2, II] a uniqueness theorem for some special type of Eq. 0 u = 0 with aoo depending on t was announced. In Section 1 the main result (Theorem I and a corollary) is given, in Section 2 its proof is presented, in Section 3 an application to partial differential equations and to general relativity is considered.
1.
Let H, W, , and WI be the Hilbert spaces, W, C WI C H, and W, and WI be dense in H. Consider an abstract hyperbolic equation in H: = a,{f2(tly) atw) -a,{p(t,r) a,w> + A(~,Y) w = 0, 58 (1) where n, p, and A are self-adjoint operator functions in H, (t, r) E A = (-CO, CO) x (0, co), satisfying the following assumptions:
(1) n(t, r) and p(t, Y) are bounded self-adjoint operators, strongly continuously differentiable in Y, t, for all t, r with dlI 3 p > d,I, dJ > n > d,,I, I being the identity, and 1 a,n j + j arp j < N, d,, , di , N being some positive constants;
(2) Let A(t, r) = A&t, r) -+ Q(t, r), A,(t, Y) 3 0 self-adjoint, and D(A,(t, Y)) = IV,, , Ao(t, Y): IV, + H, B(A) denotes the domain of A, and Q is a bounded self-adjoint operator strongly continuous in t, r such that j Q / < N. For all w E IV,, v E IV, the equality (A&t, r) w, v) = a(w, v) is valid where a(w, U) is a sesquilinear symmetric nonnegative form defined on IV, which is a function of t, Y. The function a(~, v) is continuously differentiable in r VU, v E IV, , a,a(u, v) = a'(~, v) is a symmetric form defined on IV, , Y ] a'(~, u)l < Nu(u, u).
(3) 3R,, E (0, co), such that 2~424, u) + Y%'(u, u) < 0 for u E W, , r 2 R,; a(u, V) = r-*(Bu, Bw) + ul(zl, D), U, v E W, . Here B 3 0 is a self-adjoint operator defined on W, , ur(u, v) is a symmetric sesquilinear form in H defined on Wl; ) a,(~, u)/ < NY-~-~ / Bu j2, 6 > 0; VT, 7 > 0 the operator (7 + /Jr2)-r is compact; arp 2 I / Q 1 I, Y 1 &.p J + r ) arp 1 + ) I -p / + j I --n 1 < NY-~.
We denote by C's2 the space of functions f(t, r) E W, with continuous first and second derivatives in Y, t, a,f, a,f e W, , &f, @,A a:,f e H. THEOREM I. Let assumptions (l)-(3) hold, and let w E C,,2 be a so&ion to Ep. 
Let 0 = X, < /\i < ... < An < ..., X, + co be the eigenvalues of EP, p, the corresponding orthogonal projectors, B2u = h,u, u EP,H, Q,, = Cyz,,pi , P,, = I -Q)n . Choosing in (3) p)(r) = 1 -E-G-', E = 0,5 min( 1, 6) and making use of assumptions (3) and (A) we get (as in the proof of Theorem 1 in [3] ) the inequality (4) ~ No i.r,r {r--3--s 1, w 112 + '1 Bw 112 Y-~-~) dr + R-6 ~1 a,w 112) + F (b(w, w) + '/ p'WrPow 112 -I' ?wa,P"w 1~':.
We note that from assumption (3) it follows that b(w, w) = 6(P,,w, Pow).
Integrating both parts of ineqiality (4) over (R, "o) and then once again, making use of (2) with 'L' = p,w we get as in [3] , for all sufficiently large R the inequality 
Multiplying (5) by ~cxR~~-I, integrating over (R, co), making use of the equality I/ Bw /I2 = 11 BP,,w lj2 > h, /I Pow /j2, /\1 > 0, and assuming that a(01 + 1) (2~ + 1) < h, , 0 < 201 < E, we get jz {r2=-l 11 P,,w /I2 + r2=+l 11 a,w Ii"} dr < co. From here and (2) it follows that s: rza+l I/ a,w 112 dr < 00. If lim inf,,, // Q,,w II2 = 0, then from the inequality 11 w(t, R)l12 < s; rnb+l II 8,~ /I2 dr + s; t--l 1) w Jj2 dr, m > 0, which holds if lim inf,,, /j w iI2 = 0, we get j; +lII w /I* dr < 00, 0 < k < 01. Let us assume that lim inf,.,, ( 
It is easy to verify that for Eq. (12) the assumptions from Theorem I and Corollaries 1 and 2 are valid, H = L2(SN-l), SN-l being the unit sphere in RN. From [1] it follows, that for central-symmetric gravitational fields the theorem of the uniqueness of the harmonic coordinate system can be reduced to the uniqueness theorem for Eq. (11) for N = 3, q(t, x) = 0. In particular for the Schwarzschild field a = cr-2a2, p = c, uoO = c-'(I + olr-l) (I -cur-l)pl, Srd = S, [l, p. 2881.
